Researching feminism and contemporary art?

Make use of the ‘Feminist-Art-Observatory’ from KT press
Find and read 1000+ MA/PhD theses (many online) written in 35 countries since 1974 on feminist art...
PLUS over 1500 references to feminist art books, feminist art exhibitions, statistics on women in the arts, timelines of women artists, magazines, and manifestos since 1971 and feminist art websites about women artists...

and

n.paradoxa: international feminist art journal
500+ articles (many open-access PDFs) by or about 400+ women artists and writers from 80+ countries available in 40 vols and 21 issues 1998-2017

Don’t know where to start?
Read n.paradoxa’s ‘Guide to Feminist Art, Art History and Criticism’ or join n.paradoxa’s MOOC (Mass open online course) on contemporary art and feminism.

www.ktpress.co.uk